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Abstract Estuaries are often characterized by the presence of secondary basins (side embayments),
which affect the estuarine hydrodynamics and sediment dynamics. Many of these basins have disappeared
due to land reclamations, which might influence the estuarine morphodynamics. This study addresses
how the presence and closure of secondary basins affect the estuarine channel depth using the Delft3D
model. Results reveal that channels in estuaries with secondary basins are shallower than those in which
these basins are absent, regardless of their location, length, or number. This shallowing is more
pronounced for basins that are located at the northern estuarine margin due to the Coriolis force. The
shallowing of channels increases if more secondary basins are present. Channels deepen after the closure
of secondary basins, resulting from a decrease of the landward directed sediment transport that is driven
by tidal asymmetry. Model results apply to estuaries with moderate to high friction.

1. Introduction
Estuarine margins are often characterized by the presence of side embayments (secondary basins [SBs]),
whose areas are 1–20% of the total estuarine surface area (Nnafie et al., 2018). Land reclamations in the last
centuries (Pye & Blott, 2014) have led to the disappearance of SB area in many estuaries (e.g., the Columbia
River Estuary, Ems Estuary, Weser Estuary, and Western Scheldt Estuary) (Ahlhorn et al., 2012; Healy &
Hickey, 2002; Sherwood et al., 1990; Van der Spek, 1997; Van Maren et al., 2016). SBs affect the hydrody-
namics and sediment dynamics in estuaries (Alebregtse & de Swart, 2014; Li et al., 2016), suggesting that
their disappearance may influence the estuarine morphodynamics. Compared to the main estuary, SBs are
lower-energy areas (Yellen et al., 2017), which provide natural-sheltered harbors and serve as important
sinks for fine sediments and nutrients (Woodruff et al., 2013). Therefore, SBs offer an ideal setting for the
formation of mudflats and salt marshes, while vegetation on these marshes further enhances the trapping
of nutrients and speeds up the siltation of fine sediments and organic material. Thus, reclaiming SB area
could result in the degradation of estuarine ecosystems.

Historical bathymetric data reveal that channels in the Western Scheldt Estuary (Netherlands; Figure 1a)
have deepened between 1800 and 2015, possibly resulting from the closure of its SBs (further details are
given in section S1 of the supporting information). In the Weser Estuary (Germany), the closure of SBs
and anabranches between 1883 and 1895 led to the subsequent deepening of the estuary (Ahlhorn et al.,
2012; Lucker et al., 1995). The depth of intermediate channels (5–20 m) in the Columbia River Estuary
(USA) increased between 1868 and 1958, possibly resulting from the reduction of its SB area during this time
span (Sherwood et al., 1990). Channel deepening often leads to a higher tidal range, which might increase
suspended sediment concentrations and reduce nutrients in estuaries (Winterwerp et al., 2013).

This study aims to investigate to what extent the disappearance of SBs has contributed to the observed
deepening in estuaries, given the fact that the latter also experienced major engineering works (e.g., the con-
struction of jetties and channel dredging) that might have also caused this deepening. The specific objectives
are fourfold. The first is to investigate the effects of the presence of SBs on the long-term evolution (order
decades to centuries) of the estuarine channel depth. The second is to examine how the depth of channels,
which have formed in the presence of SBs, changes after the closure of these basins. The third objective is
to unravel the physical mechanisms that cause differences in channel depth when SBs are present or absent
and, finally, to explore how these differences depend on the characteristics of the tidal forcing at the seaward
boundary, estuary depth, and estuary length. To address these objectives, the model Delft3D is used.
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Figure 1. (a) The present-day bed level zb of the Western Scheldt (WS) (see the inset on top right for its location).
(b) The geometric shape of WS in 1800 (source: Department Maritime Access, The Government of Flanders). Arrows
indicate former secondary basins Sloe, Braakman, Hellegat, and Kreekrak. Black dotted lines denote the present-day
geometric shape of the estuary. (c) Locations of secondary basins considered in this study (black dots). Colors indicate
the initial bed level zb used to start the simulations (approximately −10 m). (d,e) Geometric shapes of the estuary in the
cases of one secondary basin (d) and three basins (e).

2. Methodology
2.1. Study Area
This study considers an estuary with a geometric shape that is based on the present-day Western Scheldt
Estuary (Figure 1a). This estuary (hereafter referred to as WS) is the marine part of the Scheldt Estuary (with
length ∼ 160 km); it extends over a distance L of about 60 km from Vlissingen (mouth) to the Dutch-Belgian
border, and it has a mean depth H0 (averaged over the total estuarine surface area) of about 10 m. Further
details are given in section S1.

2.2. Model Description
The Delft3D model (depth-averaged mode) solves the mass and momentum balance, sediment transport,
and bed level change on a curvilinear grid that covers the Scheldt Estuary and part of the North Sea
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Table 1
List of Model Runs

Name runs Description SM
Reference • Configuration of WS (no SB), [�̂�2, �̂�4, �̂�6] = [1.6, 0.1, 0.05] m, 500 years

[𝜙2, 𝜙4, 𝜙6] = [23,−11,−24]◦, H0 = 10 m, L ∼ 60 km.
SBN1 • 1 SB; located at d = 1∕10L ∼ 6 km from the mouth. 500 years
Single • 1 SB: north (SBNi, i = 2, 3, .., 9, 10), south (SBSi, i = 1, 3, 4, 5, 6). 300 years
Double • 2 SB: SBN1 + SBNi, i = 2, 4, 6; SBN1 + SBSi, i = 1, 4, 5, 6. 300 years
Triple • 3 SB: SBN1 + SBS3 + SBS5. 1,000 years
Geometry • SBN1-Short, SBN1-Long. 300 years
SBN1-SBS3-SBS5 ON/OFF • t ≤ 300 years: SBN1 + SBS3 + SBS5; 1,000 years

• t > 300 years: all secondary basins are removed.
Hydro1 • Default setting, with/without SB, t = [0 − 300] years. 10 tc
Hydro2 • With/without SB, t = 0 year, 10 tc

�̂�4∕�̂�2 = [0; 0.125], 𝜙4 − 2𝜙2 = [−180; 180]◦,
H0 = [5; 20] m, length = [40; 160] km.

Note. SBNi and SBSi mean that an SB is located at the northern and southern banks of the estuary, respectively, at
distance d = i∕10L from the mouth. Here, i is an integer, and L is the length of WS. The third column shows the total
simulation time (SM), either in years or in tidal cycles (tc).

(Figure 1a). Waves, wind, and sea-level rise are not considered. Noncohesive sand is assumed with a single
size of d50 = 200μm. The model is forced by a water level 𝜂 at the western boundary and a water level gradi-
ent normal to the southern and northern boundaries. This water level consists of harmonic constituents M2,
M4, and M6, having, respectively, amplitudes �̂�2, �̂�4, and �̂�6 and phases 𝜙2, 𝜙4, and 𝜙6 (Table 1). Furthermore,
zero gradients in the sediment concentration are imposed normal to the seaward boundaries, which min-
imize accretion or erosion near these boundaries (Deltares, 2016). At the landward boundary, near Ghent,
the along-channel velocity and sediment transport vanish.

2.3. Experimental Design
2.3.1. Morphodynamic Runs
All morphodynamic experiments start from an initially flat bed (zb = −H0 = −10 m) until stable morpho-
logical patterns are obtained, which take 200 to 300 years (Nnafie et al., 2018). Results are compared with
those of a reference case in which SBs are absent (“Reference” in Table 1). The default simulation time is
300 years. To make sure that results do not depend on this time, some experiments are run for longer periods.
An overview of all experiments and their corresponding simulation times is given in Table 1.

The first experiment with an SB is “SBN1” (Table 1), where a single SB with length lb ∼ 10 km is placed
at distance d = 1∕10L from the mouth (Figures 1c and 1d). The SB, which is placed perpendicular to the
estuary axis, has a width wb that decreases exponentially from 4 km at its transition to the estuary to∼ 0.5 km
at its landward end.

Next, runs are conducted by placing the SB at either the northern (SBNi) or southern (SBSi) margins of the
estuary at distance d = i∕10L (black dots in Figure 1c), where i is an integer (Table 1). Additional runs are
performed with two and three basins (runs “Double” and “Triple”). In “Double,” either two northern basins
(SBN1 and SBNi, i = 2, 4, 6) or one northern basin (SBN1) and one southern basin (SBSi, i = 1, 4, 5, 6) are
considered. In “Triple,” the basins have approximately the same locations as those of former SBs of WS (Sloe,
Braakman, and Hellegat; Figures 1b and 1e). Furthermore, two experiments are carried out (“Geometry”),
where the length of SBN1 is, respectively, halved (lb = 5km) and doubled (lb = 20km) (“SBN1-Short” and
“SBN1-Long”).

Finally, an experiment is carried out (“SBN1-SBS3-SBS5 ON/OFF”) with a simulation time of 1,000 years
in the presence of three SBs (Figure 1e) between t = 0 and t = 300 years, after which these basins are
removed for t > 300 years. The geometric shape of the estuary for t ≤ 300 years mimics that of WS in 1800
(Figure 1b). The results are compared with those from “Triple,” where the three SBs remain present during
the entire simulation period.
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Figure 2. (a,b) The modeled bed level zb in the cases “Reference” (a) and “SBN1” (b). (c) Dimensionless mean channel
bed level ⟨zb⟩∕Hc of the two cases versus time, where Hc = −⟨zb⟩Ref = 21.9 m is the mean channel depth of the
reference case (t = 300 years). (d) ⟨zb⟩∕Hc at t = 300 years versus dimensionless distance d∕Lt in the cases of either one
single basin (SBNi and SBSi) or two basins (SBN1 + SBNi and SBN1 + SBSi). Length Lt is the frictionless tidal
wavelength (≃450 km). In the case of two SBs, d is the distance of the second basin. For comparison, ⟨zb⟩ of “Triple” is
also shown (green line). (e) ⟨zb⟩∕Hc at t = 300 years versus the length of the SB (lb). Here, lb is scaled with the tidal
excursion length le = 2𝜋U∕𝜔 ≃ 45 km, with U the mean (basin-averaged) flow velocity in WS (∼1 m/s) and 𝜔 is the M2
frequency. (f) Time evolution of ⟨zb⟩∕Hc in the cases “Triple” and “SBN1+SBS3+SBS5 ON/OFF.”

The analysis of results focuses on the comparison between the mean bed level of channels (⟨zb⟩) of cases
with and without SBs. Here, brackets ⟨·⟩ denote an average over the total channel surface area for which
zb < −H0. Other threshold values are also considered. Only channels that form in the main estuary (without
SBs) are included in this comparison.
2.3.2. Hydrodynamic Runs
Two series of hydrodynamic simulations (“Hydro1” and “Hydro2”) are conducted to identify the physical
mechanisms that cause differences in ⟨zb⟩ when SBs are present or absent and to explore how these differ-
ences depend on (1) the characteristics of the tidal forcing at the seaward boundary, (2) initial estuary depth
H0, and (3) estuary length. The characteristics of the tidal forcing are expressed by the ratio �̂�4∕�̂�2 and by
the phase difference 𝜙4 − 2𝜙2. In “Hydro1,” bathymetries of cases with and without an SB (SBN1) obtained
from the morphodynamic runs at t = 0, 10, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300 years are used (flow over topography). In
“Hydro2,” the impact of the SB on the residual (i.e., tidally averaged) sediment transport is quantified for dif-
ferent values of �̂�4∕�̂�2 (range [0; 0.125]) and 𝜙4 − 2𝜙2 ([−180; 180]◦), different values of depths H0 ([5; 20] m)
and of lengths ([40; 160] km).

Results from these simulations, which last 10 tidal cycles, are used to compute the residual transport
q⃗ · n⃗ through the mouth cross section (dashed blue line in Figure 1c). Here, q⃗ is the transport vector (in
m3·s−1·m−1), n⃗ is a unit vector normal to the cross section (directed landward; Figure 1c), and the overbar
( ) denotes an average over the last five tidal cycles. The first five cycles are excluded to avoid errors due
to flow adjustment. Subsequently, the obtained result is integrated over the mouth section (⟨q⃗ · n⃗⟩; where
brackets “⟨·⟩” indicate the integration). Positive (negative) values of ⟨q⃗ · n⃗⟩ represent landward directed (sea-
ward directed) transport. Finally, ⟨q⃗ · n⃗⟩ is decomposed into contributions associated with the residual flow
(⟨T⃗1 · n⃗⟩) and tidal asymmetry (⟨T⃗2 · n⃗⟩). Expressions for T⃗1 and T⃗2, as well as a list of all the abbreviations
and symbols used in this manuscript, are given in Supporting Information S1.
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Figure 3. (a) Total residual sediment transport ⟨q⃗ · n⃗⟩ through the mouth cross section versus time for cases
“Reference” and “SBN1.” Positive (negative) values indicate landward (seaward) transport. Transport ⟨q⃗ · n⃗⟩ is scaled
with its absolute value at t = 0 of the reference case (Q0 = |⟨q⃗ · n⃗⟩|Ref,t=0 = 0.05 m3s−1). (b) The ratio between
components of the residual sediment transport related with residual flow (⟨T⃗1 · n⃗⟩) and ratio between components
related with tidal asymmetry (⟨T⃗2 · n⃗⟩) of cases “Reference” and “SBN1.” (c) As in (b) but showing ratios of cases with
(R) and without (NR) removing the three SBs versus time. (d,e) Differences in transports ⟨T⃗1 · n⃗⟩ (d) and ⟨T⃗2 · n⃗⟩
(e) between cases “SBN1” and “Reference” at t = 0 for different ratios �̂�4∕�̂�2 and dimensionless friction parameters
F = 2gU∕(C2𝜔H0). Here, C is the Chézy coefficient (= 65m1/2 s−1), U is the mean flow velocity, and H0 is the mean
depth of the estuary. Values (U;H0) for the different estuaries (indicated by the black filled circles) found in literature
are WS → (1 ms−1; 10 m); Weser Estuary: → (1.15 ms−1; 13 m); and Columbia River Estuary: → (1.2 ms−1; 5.3 m). (f,g)
As in (d) and (e) but for different phase differences 𝜙4 − 2𝜙2. Amplitudes and phases of the M2 and M4 components for
the Weser and Columbia River estuaries were obtained from the TPXO global tidal data set (Egbert & Erofeeva, 2002).

3. Results
3.1. Presence of SBs
Figure 2 shows the modeled bed level in cases without (a) and with SBN1 (b) after evolving toward a state of
low morphodynamic activity (i.e., bed level changes are less than 1% of the initial changes). Channels that
form in the estuary in the case with an SB are shallower than those that form in the case without the basin
(c), particularly those that form near SBN1 (Figure S4). Imposing other threshold values for the channel bed
level (zb < −15 m, zb < −7.5 m, or zb < −5 m) does not qualitatively change the results (Figure S5).

Channels that form in cases of other locations of the SB are also shallower than those of the reference case
(Figure 2d). Overall, channel shallowing is less when the SB is located south compared to the one that is
situated north. Additional runs (Figure S6) demonstrated that this difference is due to the Coriolis force.
Figure 2d further shows that channels tend to become about 0.7 m shallower per added SB.

Finally, the results (Figure 2e) reveal that also for different lengths of the SB, channels are shallower
compared with those of the reference case. This shallowing reduces for large lengths of the SB.
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3.2. Closure of SBs
Figure 2f reveals that channels deepen over time (particularly in the central and seaward parts of the estuary;
Figure S7) after the closure of basins SBN1, SBS3, and SBS5 (“SBN1+SBS3+SBS5 ON/OFF”), relative to
the case in which these basins remain open during the entire simulation period (“Triple”). This deepening
occurs about 150 years after removing the basins. Figure 2f further shows that channels continue to deepen
after t = 1, 000 years, thereby becoming deeper than the channels of the reference case.

3.3. Physical Mechanisms
The results (Figure 3a) reveal that in cases with and without an SB, the estuary initially (t ≤ 50 years)
imports sand (channel shallowing), while it exports sand for t > 50 years (channel deepening). However,
in comparison to the reference case, the presence of an SB leads to a larger import of sediment into the
estuary in the first 50 years (channels become more shallow), and it reduces the export from the estuary in
the subsequent time period (less channel deepening). Hence, shallower channels form when adding an SB.
Note that sediment exchanges between the estuary and other adjacent areas (SB area and area landward of
the estuary) are not considered, as these exchanges are much smaller than those at the mouth.

It turns out that the differences between the sediment exchange at the mouth of the cases with and without
an SB are mostly due to a larger tidal asymmetry-driven sediment transport ⟨T⃗2 · n⃗⟩ (Figure 3b), which is
directed landward. On average, residual transport ⟨T⃗1 · n⃗⟩ (seaward directed) of the case with an SB is larger
than that of the case without an SB, but this increase is not sufficient to compensate for the increase of
landward directed transport ⟨T⃗2 · n⃗⟩ when adding an SB. As is detailed in Supporting Information S1, the
increase of transports ⟨T⃗1 · n⃗⟩ and ⟨T⃗2 · n⃗⟩ through the mouth section when adding an SB is caused mainly
by an increase of the M2 velocity and a decrease of both the residual and the M4 velocities. However, the
decrease of the residual flow is stronger than that of the M4 velocity. So, the landward directed sediment
transport ⟨T⃗2 · n⃗⟩ through the mouth section increases more than the seaward directed sediment transport
⟨T⃗1 · n⃗⟩. Consequently, the estuary gains more sediment when adding an SB.

The closure of SBs decreases landward directed transport ⟨T⃗2 · n⃗⟩ (Figure 3c) but now resulting mainly from
a reduction of the M2 velocity. This reduction is due to a decline in the estuarine area resulting from this
closure (Figure S8). In contrast, seaward directed transport ⟨T⃗1 · n⃗⟩ is less affected by the closure of SBs,
because of a strong increase of the residual velocity that counteracts the decrease of the M2 velocity. On
the long term, the ratio between transports ⟨T⃗2 · n⃗⟩ of cases with and without closure of SBs even becomes
negative, meaning that the transport of the former case is seaward directed. This is caused by changes in
the phases of M2 and M4 velocities, such that the cosine of their relative phase becomes negative (seaward
directed). Consequently, seaward directed transport ⟨T⃗1 · n⃗⟩ is now reinforced by transport ⟨T⃗2 · n⃗⟩, leading
to enhanced sand export. An analysis of the total volumes of channels and shoals in cases with and without
closure of SBs (Figure S9) reveals that the larger sand export in the former case is provided mainly by sand
that is eroded from the channels (deepening).

3.4. Different Estuarine Configurations
Figures 3e and 3g show that the differences between ⟨T⃗2 · n⃗⟩ of cases with and without an SB are positive in
most parts of the parameter spaces (�̂�4∕�̂�2,F) and (𝜙4 − 2𝜙2,F). Here, F = 2gU∕(C2𝜔H0) is the dimension-
less friction number (Savenije et al., 2008), with C the Chézy coefficient, U the mean (domain-averaged)
flow velocity, and H0 the mean estuarine depth. Clearly, the presence of an SB leads to enhanced landward
directed sediment transport due to tidal asymmetry. The presence of an SB increases the magnitude of the
seaward directed residual transport (blue areas in d and f), but this increase is weaker than the increase in
⟨T⃗2 · n⃗⟩. Thus, the estuary tends to accumulate more sand when adding an SB, particularly in frictionally
dominated estuaries (large F) that are subject to large ratios �̂�4∕�̂�2 and large absolute values of 𝜙4 − 2𝜙2. In
contrast, estuaries with SBs and which are characterized by a weak friction (small F) and values of 𝜙4 − 2𝜙2
roughly between 0◦ and 90◦ (blue area in Figure 3g) are expected to be deeper compared with those with-
out the basins. This implies that the closure of SBs in this type of estuaries would cause channel shallowing.
The tendency to accumulate more sand when adding an SB also occurs for different lengths of the estuary
(Figure S10), although it seems that the presence of an SB in an estuary with a length close to the quarter
tidal wavelength (0.25Lt) and with large ratios �̂�4∕�̂�2 would trigger channel deepening.

4. Comparison With Observations
Additional experiments (section S3) show that the presence of SBs reduces not only the depth of channels but
also their volume, suggesting that the disappearance of SBs in WS has contributed to the observed deepening
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and volume increase of its channels (section S1). Figure S11 demonstrates that the reduction of the depth and
volume of channels when adding SBs cannot be explained with the existing empirical relationship between
the channel volume and tidal prism (Van der Wegen & Roelvink, 2008). This reduction is attributed to an
increase in the tidal asymmetry-driven sediment transport (section 3.3).

A discrepancy between model outcomes and observations is that, after the closure of the basins, channels
start to deepen after an adjustment time period (𝜏) of ∼150 years, whereas the observed deepening in WS
seems to take place more rapidly (order tens of years; section S1). Figure S9 shows that, prior to channel
deepening, shoals are losing sand during the adjustment period. This sand is mostly exported to the outer
sea, suggesting that the excess of shoal volume (with respect to the reference case) at the time of closure
(Vs ∼ 2.8 × 108 m3) and the rate of sand export from the estuary (Q ∼ 0.05 m3/s) determine the time scale
𝜏. Thus, 𝜏 ∼ Vs∕Q ∼ 178 years, which is a good estimate of the simulated time scale. A reason for this
discrepancy might be the fact that channels of WS have been substantially dredged (Jeuken, 2000). Another
reason is that sea-level rise might have also contributed to the deepening of WS, although Van der Wegen
(2013) found that sea-level rise does not deepen channels over time. A third reason is that the tidal range
in the North Sea increased during the last two centuries (Kuijper & Lescinski, 2012), which likely led to
stronger tidal currents and enhanced channel erosion in WS.

Finally, the observed deepening of channels in the Weser and Columbia river estuaries (section 1) can be
at least partly explained by the removal of their SB area. As is shown in Figures 3e and 3g (black dots), this
removal caused a weakening of the landward directed tidal asymmetry-driven sediment transport.

5. Conclusions
Model results show that the mean depth of estuarine channels is smaller in the presence of SBs compared
with that in the absence of these basins, particularly when these basins are located at the northern estuarine
margin. This difference in depth occurs regardless of the location, length, or numbers of SBs. The larger
the number of basins, the smaller the channel depth. Channels deepen over time after the closure of SBs.
This agrees with observed depth changes in estuaries, such as the Western Scheldt, albeit that the simulated
channel deepening takes place on a longer time scale compared with observations.

Model results demonstrate that the presence of SBs reduces the tendency of the estuary to export sediment,
leading to channel shallowing. This is due to an increase of the tidal asymmetry-driven sediment transport
(landward directed) through the mouth, resulting mainly from an increase in the M2 velocity. In the case of
closure of SBs, the tidal asymmetry-driven sediment transport decreases significantly, and it even becomes
seaward directed, reinforcing the seaward directed sediment transport related with the residual flow. Finally,
a sensitivity analysis suggests that the shallowing of channels due to the presence of SBs occurs in estuaries
with moderate to high friction, where the tidal forcing has a large ratio between the amplitudes of the M4 and
M2 water level components and a large absolute value of the phase difference between these components.
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